hhg001 Censuses
- hhg001_01. List of males in the parish dated 1803
- hhg001_02. Transcript of census return for Horton dated 1861
- hhg001_03. Particulars of a sample of farms in Horton parish from:
  1. 1823 Foster survey
  2. 1851 census returns
  3. 1867 directory
- hhg001_04. Farm list from 1823 Foster survey, 1851 census, 1881 census, and 1894 list
- hhg001_05. Transcript of census return for Horton dated 1841
- hhg001_06. Graph of population of Horton compared to England and Wales 1801 – 2001
- hhg001_07. A field book and survey of the lower division of Horton in Ribblesdale
- hhg001_08. Transcript of census return for Horton dated 1841
- hhg001_09. Transcript of census return for Horton dated 1851 – heads of household
- hhg001_10. Transcript of census return for Horton dated 1851
- hhg001_11. Transcript of 1867 directory for Horton in Ribblesdale
- hhg001_12. Transcript of census return for Horton dated 1871
- hhg001_13. Transcript of census return for Horton dated 1881

hhg002 Shows and Sales (auctions)
- hhg002_01. Horton and district young farmers’ club annual show programme dated 1960
- hhg002_02. Catalogue of show entries dated 1950
- hhg002_03. List of subscriptions and donations not dated
- hhg002_04. Horton annual show dated 1967
- hhg002_05.
- hhg002_06. Newspaper cutting, auction notification R Turner Bentham, cattle and sheep dated 1933
- hhg002_07. Newspaper cutting, auction notification R Turner Bentham furnishings
- hhg002_08. Newspaper cutting, auction notification R Turner Bentham farmstock dated 1920
- hhg002_09. Newspaper cutting, auction notification R Turner Bentham farmstock and furnishings undated
- hhg002_11. Newspaper cutting auction notification R Turner Bentham Fawber farm sale, cottage at Newhouses and land dated 1935
- hhg002_12. Newspaper cutting report on Horton show dated 1936
- hhg002_13. Extracts from Horton young farmers’ club show catalogues not dated
- hhg002_14. History of Horton and District young farmers’ club – typed article, by D Marsden
- hhg002_15. Auction of properties at Horton with plan in 9 lots dated 1956
hhg003 Parish Records including list of records held at NYCRO Northallerton
  hhg003_01. List of ministers and incumbents of St Oswald's church Horton C1200 – 1981
  hhg003_02. List of records for Horton in Ribblesdale held at NYCRO Northallerton including parish and school registers
  hhg003_03. Index of apprenticeship indentures for Horton in Ribblesdale undated
  hhg003_04. Horton public hall financial records October 1922

hhg004 Family Trees
  hhg004_01. Matthew Sedgewick undated
  hhg004_02. Foster family from 1578
  hhg004_03. Horton families from early 16th century
  hhg004_04. List of Horton surnames
  hhg004_05. Letter re. Redmayne family
  hhg004_06. Sedgewick 1520
  hhg004_07. Burials at Horton 1835
  hhg004_08. Copy of entry of marriage 1888 Watt / Redmayne of Brackenbottom
  hhg004_09. Assorted papers relating to the Proctor family
  hhg004_10. Letter dated 28 August 1985 re. Whaley family
  hhg004_11. Research notes re. Bentham family
  hhg004_12. Descendants of Sedgewick from 1680
  hhg004_13. Enquiries re. Knowles family
  hhg004_14. Enquiries re. Thompson family
  hhg004_15. Tunstall / proctor family tree from 1732
  hhg004_16. Amitstead / Howson family tree from 1548
  hhg004_17. Extensive Redmayne family tree
  hhg004_18. Notes on Thomas Wilson, Dean of Carlisle
  hhg004_19. Lamb family tree
  hhg004_20. Foster family tree
  hhg004_21. Burton of Rowe family tree
  hhg004_22. Foster of Brackenbottom family tree
  hhg004_23. Heselden of Brackenbottom family tree (1)
  hhg004_24. Heselden of Brackenbottom family tree (2)
  hhg004_25. Howson of Brackenbottom family tree
  hhg004_26. Langstroth family tree
  hhg004_27. Lund of Raw (Row) family tree
  hhg004_28. Proctor of Studfold family tree
  hhg004_29. Redmayne of Brackenbottom family tree
  hhg004_30. Whaley family tree
  hhg004_31. Foster family tree
  hhg004_32. Green family tree

hhg005 Notes by Barbara Hutton on Horton wills 15th 16th 17th Centuries

hhg006 Coal, Peat and Electricity
  hhg006_01. Notes about peat / turf and coal roads in Horton parish
hhg006_02. Diagram of peat cutting spade
hhg006_03. Picture and map of coal seam on Penyghent drawn by Arnold Pacey in 1984
hhg006_04. Caption for a map of a dispute between tenants of Newby and Selside 1620
hhg006_05. Caption for a map of a dispute between tenants of Newby and Selside 1619
hhg006_06. Notes about peat
hhg006_07. Notes about collecting peat
hhg006_08. Caption for a map for hhg006_07
hhg006_09. Diagram of a peat cutting spade
hhg006_10. Notes about peat
hhg006_11. Copy of hhg006_10
hhg006_12. Notes about electricity at Horton
hhg006_13. Further notes about electricity at Horton
hhg006_14. Notes about commons and parish boundaries
hhg006_15. Notes about Horton electricity supply, telephone and water supply by Barbara Wilson

hhg007 Newspapers – Extracts and Cuttings:
hhg007_01. Newspaper cutting North Ribblesdale Advertiser 1864 Horton show report
hhg007_02. Newspaper cutting The Settle Chronicle and North Ribblesdale Advertiser 1864 prize essay on rearing and feeding livestock by W Shepherd of Settle
hhg007_03. Newspaper cutting North Ribblesdale Agricultural Assoc. report undated
hhg007_04. Newspaper article Craven Herald and Pioneer 1978 about Horton in Ribblesdale
hhg007_05. Newspaper cutting of no relevance to Horton
hhg007_06. Extracts from Settle Chronicle and North Ribblesdale Advertiser 1854 to 1858
hhg007_07. Transcript extracts from Settle Chronicle and North Ribblesdale Advertiser 1860 and 1864
hhg007_08. Newspaper cuttings Telegraph and Argus 1983 and Yorkshire Observer 1954 about Bradford Pothole Club at Horton

hhg008 Oral History
hhg008_01. Wartime recollections and random jottings by George Perfect – 1986
hhg008_02. Memories of Mr Frank Beresford of 30 Midland Terrace, Hellifield – 9 August 1984
hhg008_03. Conversation with Miss Kathleen Foster – 20 January 1988
hhg008_04. Conversation with Miss Winifred Wilcock – 5 May 1988
hhg008_05. Conversation with Mrs Ruth Kay – 3 February 1988
hhg008_06. Conversation with Mr Arthur and Mrs Dorothy Greenbank – 29 June 1988
hhg008_07. Conversation with Mr Stan Potts – 25 February 1988
hhg008_08. Interview with Mr Gilbert Claughton – 20 March 1984
hhg008_09. Interview with Mrs Mable Mason – 9 April 1984
hhg008_10. Interview with Mrs Betsy Mason 20 October 1980
hhg008_11. Interview with Mrs Betsy Mason – 23 June 2005
hhg008_12. Interview with Mrs Mary Metcalfe – 7 March 2005
hhg008_13. Interview with Mr Dick Davies - North West Sound Archive
hhg008_014. Personal histories
hhg008_015. Conversation with Jean Butler 1984
hhg008_016. Mrs Shepherd Borrins Farm 1948
hhg008_017. Mrs Shepherd Borrins Farm 1970

hhg009 Enclosure Awards
  hhg009_01. Group of captions for 1985 exhibition concerning enclosure awards in Horton parish
  hhg009_02. Article on Mean Moss Pasture letting
  hhg009_03. Extract from partition deed of South House Moor in parish of Horton in Ribblesdale dated 2 March 1750
  hhg009_04. Notes about various Horton enclosure awards
  hhg009_05. Typewritten notes on enclosure awards in Horton
  hhg009_06. Notice for letting of an allotment on Horton Moor dated 27 February 1849
  hhg009_07. Summary of 1814 Horton enclosure map
  hhg009_08. List of maps referring to Horton parish
  hhg009_09. Part of a map of South House Moor enclosure award (2 sheets)
  hhg009_10. Lot 2 & 3 of sale of parts of Horton Moor

hhg010 Parish Boundary maps (not digitised)

hhg011 Medieval times at Horton
  hhg011_01. Index of aerial photographs showing medieval features
  hhg011_02. Undated monochrome photograph of lynchets at Dubcote

hhg012 Poor Law Union and Roads
  hhg012_01. Lettings of tolls for turnpike dated 1846
  hhg012_02. Report dated 14 June 1897 on sanitary conditions in Settle Union – Horton p. 19
  hhg012_03. Act of Parliament 21 January 1790 for turnpike road repairs Keighley – Kirby Lonsdale (including Horton)

hhg013 Accounts, Rental, Probate and Field Survey
  hhg013_01. Financial report and account of monies in hand executors of J W Foster 1879
  hhg013_02. Thomas Heselden’s account book of Revd. Dr Wilson’s estate at Horton C18th
  hhg013_03. Craven hearth tax assessments 1672
  hhg013_04. Craven probate inventories 1709 to 1710
  hhg013_05. Rentals dated 1538 – 1539 for Selside, South House, Borrins, Gilgarth, Ling Ghyll, Nether Lodge, Birkwith, Colt Park, Ribblehead House
  hhg013_06. Hearth tax for Horton in Ribblesdale dated 1672
  hhg013_07. Manor of Newby 1735 – 1739
  hhg013_08. Notes prepared by Miss Foster of Burnside for book covering period 1790 – 1812
  hhg013_09. Undated survey included in hhg013_08
  hhg013_10. Lay subsidy list dated 1297
  hhg013_11. Manor of Newby rentals – Camhouses 1662 – 1693
  hhg013_12. Houses and cottages in the lower division of Horton dated 1868
hhg013_13. Tomas Wetherhead 27 April 1778
hhg013_14. Rate book 1912

hhg014 Domesday Project 1986
hhg014_01. Project data

hhg015 Historical Notes
hhg015_01. Transcript of Duchy of Lancaster special commission 16 September 1618
hhg015_02. Notes on the origin of place names in Horton parish
hhg015_03. Notes on 1619 plan of Horton parish

hhg016 Settle Chronicle February 1854 – bound photocopy

hhg017 Barns Survey – field survey of every barn and agricultural building in Horton parish
conducted by Dr David Johnson in 2011. Includes CDs containing photographs of most buildings

hhg018 Horton Churchyard Survey – survey of extant grave markers and inscriptions – Card index
box containing individual records and monochrome photographs of each grave in alphabetical order with location map
hhg018_001. Alphabetical list of names of those buried
hhg018_002. Manuscript draft of hhg018_001 (not digitised)
hhg018_003. Plan of graveyard showing location of numbered graves
hhg018_004 – hhg018_239. Individual grave cards in alphabetical order

hhg019 Folder containing documents and photographs about the Home Guard in WWII
hhg019_001. Undated monochrome photograph of Charlie Thompson and John Sunter
hhg019_002. Undated monochrome photograph of general group of Horton Home Guard members outside Helwith Bridge Inn
hhg019_003. Caption with names for hhg019_002
hhg019_004. Poem “The Home Guard” by Earnest Calcutt of Selside
hhg019_005. Home guard and the railway
hhg019_006. Original form of enrolment for home guard
hhg019_007. Original home guard claim for motor mileage allowance
hhg019_008. Memories of Horton home guard by Mark Thompson
hhg019_009. Typescript anecdotes of Horton home guard

hhg020 Farms and the Womens’ land Army
hhg020_001. Undated letter from Elizabeth Bowes-Lyon to Kathleen Greaves re. Womens Land Army
hhg020_002. Set of exhibition display notes about farming
hhg020_003. Notes about fields ploughed at Horton 1939 – 1945
hhg020_004. Undated monochrome photograph of named group of farmers
hhg020_005. Undated monochrome photograph of Land Army group with Fordson tractor
hhg020_006. Undated monochrome photograph of Annie Hartley (land army)
hhg020_007. Undated monochrome photograph of Jessie Staveley in land army uniform
hhg021 Folder containing material relating to Observation Post at the Knoll Horton

- hhg021_001. Multiple height calculator
- hhg021_002. List of number of volunteers in Royal Observer Corps and their purpose
- hhg021_003. Details of the observation post at Horton with wire call signs and details of other districts nearby. Includes handwritten copy
- hhg021_004. Undated monochrome photograph of observer Ella Goodwin
- hhg021_005. Map of Horton showing location of observation post
- hhg021_006. Original aircraft id chart by numbers
- hhg021_007. Collection of captions used in “Horton in Wartime” exhibition
- hhg021_008. Cartoon
- hhg021_009. Observer Corps competition at Settle
- hhg021_010. Area map showing location of local observation posts

hhg022 Folder containing material relating to Evacuees at Horton

- hhg022_001. Typed transcript of newspaper article dated 17 November 1939 about Craven evacuees
- hhg022_002. Manuscript notes about evacuees Donald Firth and Jack, Leonard and Alan Taylor
- hhg022_003. Manuscript notes about evacuees at Foredale cottages
- hhg022_004. Manuscript note about evacuees from Brighton
- hhg022_005. Manuscript note hhg022_004. Continued
- hhg022_006. Manuscript note about evacuees from Thornbury junior school, Bradford
- hhg022_007. Manuscript note recording memories of evacuee Eric Bracewell
- hhg022_008. Photocopy of monochrome photographs evacuee Jean Awcock at Helwith Bridge
- hhg022_009. Transcript notes recording memories of evacuee Heyden Cosgrove of Thornbury junior school, Bradford
- hhg022_010. Photocopy of undated newspaper article about Thornbury evacuees arriving at Horton
- hhg022_011. Set of notes about official information relating to evacuees
- hhg022_012 – hhg022_018. Set of photographs and captions about evacuees in Horton parish
- hhg022_019. Typescript notes about Mr H Mann evacuee from Thornbury junior school, Bradford
- hhg022_020. Photocopy of undated newspaper article about the death in Germany of former evacuee Alan Taylor from Thornbury junior school, Bradford
  (see hhg022_002)
- hhg022_021. Manuscript notes about memories of Miss Evelyn Davies, teacher from Thornbury junior school Bradford who accompanied evacuees
- hhg022_022. Original letter dated 1940 to Miss Davies from evacuee “Neville”
- hhg022_023. Original letter dated 1940 to Miss Davies from evacuee “Philip”
- hhg022_024. Original letter dated 1940 to Miss Davies from evacuee “Philip”
- hhg022_025. Original letter dated 1940 to Miss Davies from evacuee “Neville”
- hhg022_026. Original letter dated 1940 to Miss Davies from evacuee “Bernard”
- hhg022_027. to hhg022_037. Collection of original letters written by former Horton
evacuees

hhg022_038. Set of captions about evacuees prepared for “Horton in Wartime” exhibition

hhg023 Folder containing documents relating to the Kitchen Front during WWII

hhg023_001. Civil Defence leaflet undated – “Your Food in Wartime”

hhg023_002. Invoice dated 1940 from Fletcher and Cartwright (Cape Town) for dried fruits etc.

hhg023_003.

hhg023_004. Ministry of Food regulations and licence for the slaughter of pigs

hhg023_005. Handwritten list of North Craven shops including Horton, lists of shows, events, entertainments during 1940s (5 sheets)

hhg023_006. Set of display notes about wartime food

hhg023_007. Set of original petrol coupons of various units

hhg023_008. Set of war time recipes.

hhg024 Folder containing documents and photographs relating to Prisoners of War held at Horton

hhg024_001. Collection of manuscript notes about prisoners of war at Horton

hhg024_002. Undated monochrome photograph of un-named German prisoners of war at Foredale farm

hhg024_003. Undated monochrome photograph of un-named prisoners of war at Arcow farm

hhg024_004. Undated monochrome photograph of Harry Kraffzik, German POW at Lodge Hall

hhg024_005. Monochrome photograph dated 1946/1947 of un-named Italian POW at Lodge Hall

hhg024_006. Monochrome photograph dated 1945 of George Schwensburg, German POW at Lodge Hall

hhg025 Folder containing material relating to Clothing during WWII

hhg025_001. Board of Trade information about how to buy and look after your shoes


hhg025_003. List of clothing and no of coupons required dated 1941 to 1949

hhg025_004. Details of general information of garments and materials used during WWII including utility clothes. Also includes information about dressing at local weddings

hhg025_005. Details of local wedding requirements during WWII. How clothing was obtained and the costs involved

hhg025_006. Collection of miscellaneous papers relating to clothing prepared for “Horton in Wartime” exhibition

hhg026 Folder containing material relating to The Railway During WWII

hhg026_001. Photocopy of undated newspaper article about Selside signal box

hhg026_002. Undated monochrome photograph of Selside signal box

hhg026_003. Undated monochrome photograph of first three signalwomen to take charge of Selside signal box

hhg026_004. Undated monochrome photograph of Mrs Winnie Sunter, Signalwoman at Selside signal box
hhg026_005. Undated monochrome photograph of Mrs Annie Sunter, signalwoman at Selside signal box
hhg026_006. Manuscript note of duty order at Selside signal box
hhg026_007. Collection of miscellaneous captions from “Horton in Wartime” exhibition
hhg026_008. Undated manuscript note of royal train on Settle – Carlisle line

hhg027 Folder containing recipes down the ages
   hhg027_001. Photocopy of Settle Chronicle adverts from 1 June 1860
   hhg027_002. Recipe for oatcakes known as middle bread in Horton
   hhg027_003. Handwritten note about oatcakes and middle bread
   hhg027_004. Modern recipe for oatcakes
   hhg027_005. Harrison’s biscuit recipe
   hhg027_006. Set of handwritten recipes
   hhg027_007. Blue covered recipe book undated

hhg028 Folder of Misc. WWII material
   hhg028_001. Collection of material relating to James Mason who served with Green Howards during WWII and in 2017 was the oldest surviving former pupil of Horton school
   hhg028_002. Collection of material relating to Selside during WWII
   hhg028_003. Collection of former exhibition material relating to pre C20th wars

hhg029 Folder containing WWII Public Information and extracts of PC Minutes

hhg030 Miscellaneous material
   hhg030_001. marriage certificate dated 1877 between Charles Brown and Sarah Statham of Batty Green

hhg031 Photocopies of school Log Books 1878 – 1916 (original digitised in Horton school collection)

hhg033 Horton Dwellings 2002 – 2003 Vol 2. Camm, High Birkwith, Newhouses, New Inn, Main Street, Overlands, Town End
hhg034 Horton Dwellings 2002 – 2003 Vol 3. Hawes Road, Selside, Station Road, Craghill Road, Craghill Farm

hhg035 Visit of the Duke of Gloucester 11 June 1990 Vol 1 – Photo album containing colour photographs at Horton station and Settle
hhg036 Visit of the Duke of Gloucester 11 June 1990 Vol 2 - Photo album containing colour photographs at Horton station and Settle

hhg037 Light green ring binder containing photographs and documents relating to quarries in the south of Horton parish including Arcow, Studfold, Foredale, Combes and Helwith Bridge flagg quarry
   hhg037_001. Diagram showing occupants of houses at Foredale in 1910
   hhg037_002. Undated monochrome photograph of Studfold quarry together with typescript
hhg037_003. Undated monochrome photograph of the incline at Foredale quarry together with a descriptive caption.

hhg037_004. Undated monochrome photograph of benches at Arcow quarry.

hhg037_005. Undated monochrome photograph of Miss Jessie Staveley and William Lambert on engine “Margaret” at Arcow quarry.

hhg037_006. Monochrome photograph dated 1930 of Dan and Rose Lambert in Arcow quarry.

hhg037_007. Undated monochrome photograph of Fred Dicken aged 83 in retirement after spending 60 years in the quarries.

hhg037_008. Undated monochrome photograph of Eddie Garnett, George Longstaff and Bill Wrack – “poppers” at Arcow quarry.


hhg037_010. Undated monochrome photograph of Foredale cottages.

hhg037_011. Undated monochrome photograph of Teddy Thistlethwaite operating a mechanical kiln filler at Arcow quarry.

hhg037_012. Undated monochrome photograph of Albert Firth beside empty bogie at Arcow quarry.

hhg037_013. Undated monochrome photograph of group of named Arcow quarry workers.

hhg037_014. Monochrome photograph dated C1950 of crane filing dumper at Arcow quarry.

hhg037_015. Monochrome photograph dated C1950 of view into Arcow quarry from top of hill.

hhg037_016. Undated monochrome photograph of drum house at Foredale quarry.

hhg037_017. Monochrome photograph dated C1980 of kilns at Arcow quarry being demolished.

hhg037_018. Undated monochrome photograph of Gilbert Claughton sorting stone on a moving belt at Arcow quarry.

hhg037_019. Undated monochrome photograph of new kilns at Arcow quarry.

hhg037_020. Copy of map dated 1909 showing location of quarries in the Foredale area of Horton.

hhg037_021. Two undated maps showing location of peat and coal roads in parish of Horton.

hhg037_022. Undated diagram showing uses of limestone and limestone products in industry.

hhg037_023. Photocopy of agreement dated 25 June 1886 between Joseph Hall and the Ribblesdale Lime and Flagg Quarry Company Ltd.

hhg037_024. Undated colour photograph of Arcow quarry.

hhg037_025. Undated colour photograph of Arcow quarry.

hhg037_026. Undated monochrome photograph of named group of workers at Arcow quarry.

hhg037_027. Monochrome photograph dated C1960 of Arcow quarry.

hhg037_028. Undated monochrome photograph of Loco and driver at Arcow quarry.

hhg037_029. Undated monochrome photograph of crane and un-named workers at Arcow quarry.
quirry

hhg037_030. Undated monochrome photograph of kiln at Arcow quarry
hhg037_031. Undated monochrome photograph of George Mullinder and Maurice Lambert at Arcow quarry
hhg037_032. Undated monochrome photograph of road wagon at Arcow quarry

hhg038 Dark green ring binder containing documents and photographs relating to Horton (Beecroft) Quarry
hhg038_001. Undated and unattributed manuscript paper describing the history of quarrying in Horton parish
hhg038_002. Typescript extract from Horton valuation books for quarry property between 1863 and 1912
hhg038_003. Undated monochrome photograph of workings at Horton quarry
hhg038_004. Photocopy of unattributed magazine article dated 1960 “Quarrymen of the Yorkshire Dales”
hhg038_005. Undated manuscript notes on quarrying in Horton parish
hhg038_006. Undated monochrome photograph of Horton limeworks and granite quarry
hhg038_007. Hand drawn diagram of workings at Horton quarry
hhg038_008. Roneoed copy of manuscript note on the lime quarries of Horton
hhg038_009. Series of typescript notes used as captions to photographs of Horton quarry displayed at 1985 exhibition
hhg038_010. Series of three newspaper articles dated 1935 about strike at Horton quarry
hhg038_011. Photocopy of handwritten reference from Horton Lime Works in respect of Martin Thorsby
hhg038_012. Handwritten notes by Kenneth Hutton on lime burning process dated 5 August 1984
hhg038_013. Diagram and captions showing occupants of Beecroft cottages Horton quarry in 1930s
hhg038_014. Undated monochrome photograph and caption of Horton quarry
hhg038_015. Monochrome photograph dated C1930 of workings at Horton quarry
hhg038_016. Monochrome photograph dated 1934 of Horton quarry
hhg038_017. Monochrome photograph dated 1934 of crane at Horton quarry
hhg038_018. Monochrome photograph dated 1934 of kilns at Horton quarry
hhg038_019. Undated monochrome photograph of named workers at Horton quarry
hhg038_020. Two monochrome photographs dated 1934 of machinery and equipment at Horton quarry
hhg038_021. Undated monochrome photograph of Volvo BM dumper at Horton quarry
hhg038_022. Undated monochrome photograph of diesel electric loco “Ramsey” with driver Reuben Eccleston at Horton quarry
hhg038_023. Undated monochrome photograph of kilns at Horton quarry
hhg038_024. Undated colour photograph of kilns at Horton quarry
hhg038_025. Undated monochrome photograph of kilns at Horton quarry
hhg038_026. Undated manuscript not giving grid references for quarry workings in Horton parish
hhg038_027. Photocopy of newspaper photograph of blasting at Horton quarry in 1938
hhg038_028. Undated monochrome photograph of general view of Horton quarry
hhg038_029. Undated monochrome photograph of buildings and kilns at Horton quarry
hhg038_030. Undated monochrome photograph of buildings and kilns at Horton quarry
hhg038_031. Undated monochrome photograph of kilns at Horton quarry
hhg038_032. Undated monochrome photograph of kilns at Horton quarry
hhg038_033. Undated monochrome photograph of kilns and workings at Horton quarry
hhg038_034. Undated monochrome photograph of dumper loading crusher at Horton quarry
hhg038_035. Typescript note about Mark Thompson at Horton quarry
hhg038_036. Typescript caption to hhg038_037. Describing loco
hhg038_037. Undated monochrome photograph of Jack Greenbank and John Waluda cleaning clinker from gas producer at Horton quarry

hhg039 Blue ring binder containing photographs and North Yorkshire Vernacular Buildings reports for the parish of Horton in Ribblesdale written by Barbara Hutton prepared in February 1985 - Vol. 1
hhg039_001. Summary of binder contents
hhg039_002. List of photographs, descriptions and reports in this volume
hhg039_003. Map giving approximate positions of the photographs in this volume
hhg039_004. Description of the parish of Horton in Ribblesdale
hhg039_005. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of barn opposite Crooks Farm
hhg039_006. Two monochrome photographs and description of Beecroft Hall dated 1994
hhg039_007. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of approach to Beecroft Hall
hhg039_008. Two monochrome photographs dated 1984 of interior of Beecroft Hall
hhg039_009. Two monochrome photographs dated 1984 of interior of Beecroft Hall
hhg039_010. Two monochrome photographs dated 1984 of exterior of Beecroft Hall
hhg039_011. Vernacular Buildings report on Beecroft Hall
hhg039_012. Typescript monograph on the origins of the name “Beecroft”
hhg039_013. Letter dated 25 January 1985 from Miss Sheila Haywood to A F Rahilly of Tarmac Roadstone re. future of Beecroft hall. Also reply from A F Rahilly dated 6 February 1985
hhg039_014. Undated monochrome photograph of exterior of Beecroft Hall
hhg039_015. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for Blind Beck farm
hhg039_016. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for Borrins farm
hhg039_017. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of exterior of Borrins farm
hhg039_018. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for Brackenbottom farm
hhg039_019. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of doorcase at Brackenbottom farm
hhg039_020. Monochrome photograph of interior of Brackenbottom farm
hhg039_021. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of display cabinet at Brackenbottom farm

hhg039_022. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for Bradford potholers house at Brackenbottom

hhg039_023. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for Bridge End cottage

hhg039_024. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of Butts

hhg039_025. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for Higher Studfold farm (Capsticks)

hhg039_026. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of tithe barn at Higher Studfold farm

hhg039_027. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for Crooks farm

hhg039_028. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of barn doorway at Crooks farm

hhg039_029. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for Crown Hotel

hhg039_030. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for Douk Ghyll farm

hhg039_031. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for Fawber farm

hhg039_032. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of Fawber farm barn

hhg039_033. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for Foredale farm

hhg039_034. Two monochrome photographs dated 1984 of exterior of Foredale farm

hhg039_035. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of range at Foredale cottages

hhg039_036. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for Ghyll Head Cottages

hhg039_037. Undated monochrome photograph of Mrs Cook in porch of Dalehead cottage

hhg039_038. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for Greengates Brackenbottom

hhg039_039. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of doorway at Ghyll cottage

hhg039_040. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for Harber farm

hhg039_041. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for High Birkwith farm

hhg039_042. Two monochrome photographs dated 1984 of interior of Lodge Hall Holme farm

hhg039_043. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for Keeper’s Cottage, Brackenbottom

hhg039_044. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of lime kiln at Dry Laithe, Old Ing

hhg039_045. Typescript list of datestones in Horton parish

hhg039_046. Copy of vernacular building surveys for buildings in this volume

hhg039_047. Undated colour photograph of Beecroft Hall

hhg039_048. Undated colour photograph of Beecroft Hall
hhg040. Blue ring binder containing photographs and North Yorkshire Vernacular Buildings reports for the parish of Horton in Ribblesdale written by Barbara Hutton prepared in February 1985 - Vol. 2

hhg040_001. List of photographs, descriptions and reports in this volume
hhg040_002. List of photographs, descriptions and reports in this volume
hhg040_003. Typescript summary description of Lodge Hal (Ingman Lodge)
hhg040_004. Two monochrome photographs dated 1984 of exterior of Lodge Hall
hhg040_005. Two monochrome photographs dated 1984 of exterior of Lodge Hall
hhg040_006. Two monochrome photographs dated 1984, one of exterior of Lodge Hall the other of the interior
hhg040_007. Two monochrome photographs dated 1984, one of exterior of Lodge Hall the other of the interior
hhg040_008. Two monochrome photographs dated 1984 of interior of Lodge Hall
hhg040_009. Two monochrome photographs dated 1984 of interior of Lodge Hall
hhg040_010. Two monochrome photographs dated 1984 of interior of Lodge Hall
hhg040_011. Vernacular Buildings survey dated 1984 of Lodge Hall
hhg040_012. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for Mill Dam
hhg040_013. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of range in Mill Dam
hhg040_014. Typescript introduction to hamlet of Newhouses dated 1984
hhg040_015. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for Newhouses farm
hhg040_016. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for Foxwood farm
hhg040_017. Undated monochrome photograph of distant view of Newhouses
hhg040_018. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for Oak Cottage
hhg040_019. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for South View
hhg040_020. Undated monochrome photograph of South View with turkey
hhg040_021. Undated colour aerial photograph of South View
hhg040_022. Vernacular building survey and monochrome photograph dated 1984 of exterior of Newland House farm
hhg040_023. Extended vernacular building survey for Newland House farm
hhg040_024. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of rear of Newland House farm
hhg040_025. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of display cabinet at Newland House farm
hhg040_026. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for North Cote, Selside
hhg040_027. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of rear of North Cote
hhg040_028. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for Rose Cottage, outbuildings, Lychgate Cottage and cart shed
hhg040_029. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of Rose cottage outbuildings
hhg040_030. Two monochrome photographs dated 1984 one of Lychgate cottage and one of
Burnside

hhg040_031. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of building group at Rose Cottage End cottages

hhg040_032. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for Rowe farm

hhg040_033. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for Rowe House

hhg040_034. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of Rowe End farm

hhg040_035. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for Rowe farm

hhg040_036. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of rear of Rowe House

hhg040_037. Two monochrome photographs dated 1984 of interior of Rowe House

hhg040_038. Two monochrome photographs dated 1984 one of interior of Rowe House the other of outhouse at Rowe House

hhg040_039. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for School House, Horton

hhg040_040. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for School House, Selside

hhg040_041. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for Top farm, Selside

hhg040_042. Extended vernacular Buildings survey for Top farm Selside

hhg040_043. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for The Shaws, Selside

hhg040_044. Extended Vernacular Buildings survey for The Shaws, Selside

hhg040_045. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for South View cottages, New Inn

hhg040_046. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of Cupboard at 4 South View cottages

hhg040_047. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of range at 4 South View cottages

hhg040_048. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of fireplace at 4 South View cottages

hhg040_049. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of open cupboard at 4 South View cottages

hhg040_050. Extended Vernacular Buildings survey for 4 South View cottages

hhg040_051. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of the Stocks on Horton green

hhg040_052. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for Studfold House

hhg040_053. Extended Vernacular buildings survey for Studfold farm

hhg040_054. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for Studfold cottage (now demolished)

hhg040_055. Undated monochrome photograph of datestone and door head at Studfold cottage

hhg040_056. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for Townhead farm

hhg040_057. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of Cheese stone at Townhead farm

hhg040_058. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 and vernacular building survey for Town End farm
hhg040_059. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of chimney stack at Town End farm
hhg040_060. Copy of vernacular building surveys for buildings in this volume

hhg041 Royal blue ring binder containing documents and photographs relating to People and Houses C1875 – 1920
hhg041_001. Short description of binder contents dated February 1995
hhg041_002. Undated monochrome photograph of hamlet of New Inn, Horton
hhg041_003. Undated monochrome photograph of John Bentham, Horton cobbler
hhg041_004. Undated monochrome photograph of Mrs John Bentham and grandson
hhg041_005. Monochrome photograph from 1920s of Annie and Marie Mole selling ice cream at Horton event
hhg041_006. Monochrome photograph from early 1900s of Mrs Rosa Lambert and family at Rowe End
hhg041_007. Monochrome photograph from early 1900s of named Pierrot troupe outside Horton school
hhg041_008. Monochrome photograph from early 1890s of Jack and Ethel Foster at Douk Ghyll archery ground
hhg041_009. Undated monochrome photograph of John Swinbank of Beecroft Hall
hhg041_010. Monochrome photograph dated 1898 of John and Margaret Swinbank and family at Beecroft Hall
hhg041_011. Undated monochrome photograph of Penyghent beagles coming over Grey bridge at New Inn
hhg041_012. Undated monochrome photograph of Martin Thoresby with 3 large tups
hhg041_013. Undated monochrome photograph of Miss Foster, companion and goat on a lead
hhg041_014. Monochrome photograph from early 1900s of Jack and Ethel Foster with the Penyghent beagles
hhg041_015. Undated monochrome photograph of Dick davis delivering coal by horse and cart
hhg041_016. Undated monochrome photograph of John Heseltine astride a motorcycle
hhg041_017. Undated monochrome photograph of Mrs Redmayne outside the post office at 4 South View, New Inn
hhg041_018. Undated monochrome photograph of Reverend and Mrs Whaley and family in vicarage garden
hhg041_019. Monochrome photograph dated 1910 of Newland House farm
hhg041_020. Undated monochrome photograph of Maggie, John and Sally Bentham at Cragg Hill farm
hhg041_021. Undated monochrome photograph by Friths of Bransghyll beck, New Inn
hhg041_022. Undated monochrome photograph of unknown Horton children
hhg041_023. Monochrome photograph dated 1910 of Mrs John Foster and three Miss Hammonds with named children at Burnside
hhg041_024. Undated monochrome photograph of the Horton catering committee (all named)
hhg041_025. Monochrome photograph dated 1910 of South View farmhouse, Newhouses
hhg041_026. Monochrome photograph dated 1912 of Annie Lambert at Rowe End farm
hhg041_027. Undated monochrome photograph of the vicarage, Horton
hhg041_028. Undated monochrome photograph of Newhouses tarn
hhg041_029. Undated monochrome photograph of Ghyll cottages, Horton
hhg041_030. Monochrome photograph from early 1900s of Nelson Cotton Mills camp at Town End, Horton (some individuals named)
hhg041_031. Monochrome photograph dated 1960 of Station Bottom, Horton
hhg041_032. Undated monochrome photograph of Penyghent seen from Bransghyll Terrace
hhg041_033. Undated monochrome photograph of Penyghent seen above New Inn hamlet
hhg041_034. Undated monochrome photograph of Horton seen from Douk Ghyll
hhg041_035. Undated monochrome photograph of named group outside Crown Inn at New Inn
hhg041_036. Undated monochrome photograph of Beck Heseltine outside Crown Inn, Horton
hhg041_037. Undated monochrome photograph of Penyghent seen from Horton station
hhg041_038. Caption to hhg041_039:
hhg041_039. Undated monochrome photograph of named group and horse and cart outside Crown Inn
hhg041_040. Undated monochrome photograph of named group emerging from Horton school after a village entertainment rehearsal
hhg041_041. Undated monochrome photograph of named group outside Crown Inn
hhg041_042. Monochrome photograph dated 1935 of electricity charging station at Bransghyll Terrace
hhg041_043. Monochrome photograph dated between 1870 and 1875 of unknown woman (member of Mason family) at Batty green. Taken by J Sherly of Settle
hhg041_044. Image of reverse of hhg041_043
hhg041_045. Undated monochrome photograph of Turpin hut (shooting lodge) at Swarth Ghyll
hhg041_046. Monochrome photograph dated 1920 of Youth Hostel in Main Street, Horton
hhg041_047. Monochrome photograph dated 1921 of named group haytiming at Arcow farm, Studfold
hhg041_048. Monochrome photograph dated to before 1926 of Bransghyll Terrace
hhg041_049. Undated monochrome photograph of electricity generating station at Bransghyll Terrace
hhg041_050. Monochrome photograph dated 1935 of bonfire on Penyghent to celebrate King George V’s silver jubilee
hhg041_051. Monochrome photograph dated 1890 of named group with Penyghent beagles outside Douk Ghyll farm
hhg041_052. Monochrome photograph dated 1930 – 1931 of Horton football team (all named)
hhg041_053. Undated monochrome photograph of Horton football team (all named)
hhg041_054. Undated monochrome photograph of Horton football team (most named)
hhg041_055. Undated monochrome photograph of Horton football team (all named on reverse)
hhg041_056. Undated monochrome photograph of Beck and John Thompson, Ralph Alderson and Bill Yates outside Mill Dam
Two monochrome photographs dated 1940 of Daniel Lambert, Annie Staveley, Bill Staveley and Harry Staveley haytiming at Arcow farm, Studfold.

Monochrome photograph dated 1940 of Mrs Staveley driving a horse drawn hay cutter at Arcow farm, Studfold.

Monochrome photograph dated 1951 of recovery of body of young potholer from New Penyghent Pot.

Monochrome photograph dated 1951 of notice outside Horton vicarage giving directions for rescue teams to New Penyghent pot.

Monochrome photograph dated 1930 of Mothers’ Union tea party at Horton vicarage (all named).

Monochrome photograph dated C1940 of John Heseltine, butcher outside Helwith Bridge shop.

Monochrome photograph dated 1959 of Mrs Rosa Lambert aged 94 outside polling station at Horton school.

Monochrome photograph of Mrs Rosa Lambert in the kitchen at Arcow farm, Studfold.

Undated monochrome photograph of horse and trap outside Crown Inn, New Inn.

Undated monochrome photograph of Horton football team (all named).

Monochrome photograph dated 1916 of John Foster holding Kay Foster.

Monochrome photograph dated 1914 of Diana Foster with her mother and named group at Burnside.

Undated monochrome photograph of Bernard O’Connor and Eric Bracewell.

Copy of hhg041_065. With full description of scene.

Undated monochrome photograph of Mavis Hicks with Norah and Eileen Sunter.

Monochrome photograph dated 23 December 1939 of marriage at St Oswalad of Charles Thompson and Nancy Lambert.

Monochrome photograph dated 16 September 1939 of marriage group including Richard Goth and Alice Sunter at Top Farm, Selside.

Monochrome photograph dated 16 September 1939 of Richard Goth and Alice Sunter at Top Farm, Selside.

Two undated WWII photographs on Burma Road of John Barker of Beecroft Hall and heavy plant.

Photocopy of undated monochrome photograph of Un-named Horton football team.

Monochrome postcard dated 1950 of Main Street, Horton.

Undated monochrome photograph by Shepherd and Walker of Settle of Ribble valley and Park Fell.

Undated monochrome photograph and caption of Helwith Bridge.

Undated monochrome photograph and transcript of inscription at Ling Ghyll bridge.

Undated monochrome photograph of stepping stones on Horton beck at site of...
present footbridge

hhg042_004. Undated monochrome photograph of Thorns Ghyll bridge

hhg042_005. Photocopy of newspaper article dated 1926 of double wedding at Horton concerning Adeline and Clarice Dunn, Alexander Spinks and Francis Sayer

hhg042_006. Caption with named individuals for hhg042_007

hhg042_007. Undated monochrome photograph of Horton Brotherhood

hhg042_008. Undated pamphlet describing St Oswalds church

hhg042_009. Undated monochrome photograph of Beecroft Hall complex

hhg042_010. Monochrome photograph dated c1920 of lady resting outside Town End farm

hhg042_011. Undated monochrome photograph of Town End

hhg042_012. Caption for hhg042_013 view of Horton with Penyghent in background

hhg042_013. Undated, but old colour photograph of Horton with Penyghent in background

hhg042_014. Undated monochrome photograph of sheep pen at Horton

hhg042_015. Undated monochrome photograph of named party of beaters

hhg042_016. Undated monochrome photograph of party of beaters outside Crown Hotel

Also mentions Manchester Anglers in caption

hhg042_017. Undated monochrome photograph of stocks on Horton village green

hhg042_018. Monochrome photograph dated c1960 of Revd Parker outside Horton vicarage with party of parents and children

hhg042_019. Undated monochrome photograph of Mr Wilcocks and gang of road menders at Selside

hhg042_020. Undated monochrome photograph of Horton bridge before rebuilding

hhg042_021. Letter dated 9 March 1984 from Anthony de Reuck to Barbara Hutton about Tudor sporting games

hhg042_022. Transcript of extract from West Riding Session Rolls dated 27 July 1600 about poaching by John Bentham on Penyghent

hhg042_023. Colour drawing of man in Tudor costume with gun

hhg042_024. Caption comprising letter from Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority for

hhg042_025. Colour aerial photograph c1992 of earthworks at Stanaber

hhg042_026. Undated colour photograph of Penyghent

hhg042_027. Photocopy of a reference dated 24 December 1894 given by Horton Lime and Granite Works for Martin Thorsby

hhg042_028. Photocopy of memorandum dated 24 December 1894 certifying that Martin Thorsby was a worker at Horton Lime and Granite Works

hhg042_029. Photocopy of a description of Horton possibly late 19th Century

hhg042_030. Typescript commentary on the family of John Bentham

hhg042_031. Typescript commentary on the Foster family

hhg042_032. Typescript commentaries prepared by Richard Cameron and Barbara Wilson on Leisure in Horton and Businesses in Horton 1943

hhg042_033. Photocopy of a flyer for the 1984 exhibition “Domesday to Yesterday”

hhg042_034. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of “Domesday to Yesterday” exhibitions

hhg042_035. Two monochrome photographs dated 3 June 1978 of Horton Gala – male in pram and ball throwing
hhg042_036. Monochrome photograph dated 3 June 1978 of Horton Gala – Steptoe & Son
hhg042_037. Two monochrome photographs dated 3 June 1978 of Horton Gala – both of fancy dress parade
hhg042_038. Monochrome photograph dated 3 June 1978 of Horton Gala – WI drama group float with named individuals
hhg042_039. Two monochrome photographs dated 3 June 1978 of Horton Gala – Fancy dress and start of fell race
hhg042_040. Monochrome photograph dated 3 June 1978 of Geoff Hughes (Eddie Yates) opening Horton Gala
hhg042_041. Two monochrome photographs dated 3 June 1978 of Horton Gala – field sports and float
hhg042_042. Monochrome photograph dated 7 June 1980 of Horton Gala – Jim Bacon crowning Susan Millman as Gala Queen
hhg042_043. Monochrome photograph dated 7 June 1980 of Horton Gala – Young Farmers' float
hhg042_044. Monochrome photograph dated 7 June 1980 of Horton Gala – Jim Bacon with Susan Millman, Ann Huddleston, Helen Hargreaves and Linda Cowan
hhg042_045. Monochrome photograph dated 7 June 1980 of Horton Gala – Jim Bacon with fancy dress winners
hhg042_046. Two undated monochrome postcards of views of Horton – Penyghent and Ingleborough
hhg042_047. Two undated monochrome photographs of Horton area – Craghill road and New Inn bridge
hhg042_048. Two undated monochrome photographs of Horton area – New Inn and Ribble with Penyghent
hhg042_049. Undated monochrome photograph by Caroline Forbes of Colt Park wood
hhg042_050. Monochrome photograph dated 3 June 1978 of Horton Gala – Fancy dress
hhg042_051. Monochrome photograph dated 7 June 1980 of Horton Gala – girls with bicycles
hhg042_052. Monochrome photograph dated 3 June 1978 of Horton Gala – fancy dress
hhg042_053. Monochrome drawing dated 6 July 1984 of Cam Houses
hhg042_054. Monochrome drawing dated 16 May 1984 of Ling Ghyll
hhg042_055. Monochrome drawing dated 16 May 1984 of Ling Ghyll
hhg042_056. Letter dated 10 December 1979 from North Yorkshire County Council about demolition of Horton bridge
hhg042_057. Undated monochrome photograph of Main Street at Penyghent View, Horton
hhg042_058. Undated monochrome photograph of named group outside Golden Lion Hotel
hhg042_059. Two undated monochrome photographs – Old machinery at Horton and Horton bridge with Burnside
hhg042_059. Two undated colour photographs – H Sherlock at peat stone, Mean Moss and steam train near Horton
hhg042_060. Undated colour postcard of Ribblehead viaduct
hhg042_061. Two undated colour photographs – Sheila Haywood at peat stone on Mean Moss and Lychetts below Dubcote
hhg042_062. Two undated colour photographs of Ribblehead viaduct
hhg042_063. Two undated colour photographs of Cam Houses

hhg043 Draft for History of Horton including maps, boundaries and indentures

hhg044 Additional Photographs

hhg044_001. Monochrome photograph dated c1920 of two kilns at Horton quarry
hhg044_002. Monochrome photograph dated c1940 of building of two round kilns at Horton quarry
hhg044_003. Undated monochrome photograph of engine house at Horton quarry
hhg044_004. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of the ruins of Turpin hut
hhg044_005. Undated monochrome photograph of Fred Dicken former worker at Horton quarry
hhg044_006. Monochrome photograph dated c1930 of detonating charge at Horton quarry
hhg044_007. Undated monochrome photograph of building of two round kilns at Horton quarry
hhg044_008. Undated monochrome photograph of sunken shooting butt on Horton moor
hhg044_009. Monochrome photograph of Horton football team c1930
hhg044_010. Monochrome photograph of Horton football team c1900
hhg044_011. Monochrome photograph of Horton football team 1921 – 1922
hhg044_012. Monochrome photograph of Horton History Group at exhibition in Horton church
hhg044_013. Monochrome photograph dated 1984 of exhibition in Horton church
hhg044_014. Undated monochrome photograph of cheese press at Townhead farm
hhg044_015. Undated monochrome photograph of sunken shooting butt on Horton moor
hhg044_016. Undated monochrome postcard of Station Bottom
hhg044_017. Undated monochrome photograph of Grey bridge, Brantsghyll
hhg044_018. Monochrome photograph dated c1970 of South View cottages, New Inn
hhg044_019. Undated monochrome photograph of Butter churn
hhg044_020. Undated monochrome photograph of sundial at Foxwood farm, Newhousens
hhg044_021. Undated monochrome photograph of railway loading sidings at Helwith Bridge
hhg044_022. Undated monochrome photograph of Horton charabanc outing with some named individuals
hhg044_023. Undated monochrome photograph of Blind Beck farm

hhg045 Black ring binder containing photographs (mainly monochrome), documents and transcriptions relating to Horton, Helwith Bridge and Selside schools

hhg045_001. Material relating to Horton in Ribblesdale school and dated between 1725 and 1994
hhg045_001_01. Undated (C1900) monochrome photograph of unnamed pupils and teachers (including W E Pitts)
hhg045_001_02. Undated (between 1854 & 1908) monochrome photograph of Horton Free Grammar school before construction of large extension
hhg045_001_03. Undated (post 1908) monochrome photograph of Horton school after construction of large extension
hhg045_001_04. Caption for hhg45_001_05
hhg045_001_05. Undated monochrome photograph of Church Cottage at St Oswalds
churchyard formerly used as Free Grammar school

hhg045_001_06. Text describing Church Cottage with Undated (1985) monochrome photograph

hhg045_001_07 – hhg045_001_10. Copy of deed dated 30 November 1863 letting lands at Dub Cote, Horton in possession of Free Grammar school

hhg045_001_08 – hhg045_001_14. Copy of newspaper cutting dated 18 September 1936 regarding condition of Church Cottage

hhg045_001_17 – hhg045_001_31. Typescript extracts from Horton school log book between 1884 and 1917. Includes extracts from school history and foundation

hhg045_001_32. Photocopy of undated monochrome photograph of W E Pitts and family outside School house, Horton

hhg045_001_33. Caption to hhg001_32

hhg045_001_34. Monochrome photograph dated 1854 – 1857 of pupils and master (Rev. Holden) outside Horton Free Grammar school

hhg045_001_35. Caption to hhg045_001_36

hhg045_001_36. Monochrome photograph dated 1931 of pupils and teachers outside Horton school

hhg045_001_37. Monochrome photograph dated 1936 – 1937 of pupils and teachers outside Horton school

hhg045_001_38. Caption to hhg045_001_37

hhg045_001_39. Letter dated 26 October 1990 from Richard Crompton of Oxfordshire County Council to Head teacher of Horton school regarding photograph at hhg045_001_32

hhg045_001_40. Coloured programme dated 26 March 1920 for the unveiling of the Roll of Honour at Horton school commemorating those who served in the Great War

hhg045_001_41. Handwritten extracts from Horton school logbook 1879 – 1888

hhg045_001_42 – hhg045_001_47. Typescript transcripts of extracts from Horton school log book 1878 - 946

hhg045_001_48. Undated but very early monochrome photograph of pupils and teacher at Horton school

hhg045_001_49. Undated monochrome photograph of named pupils at Horton school

hhg045_001_50. Undated (1940) monochrome photograph of pupils and teacher at Horton school

hhg045_001_51. Monochrome photograph dated 1927 of pupils at Horton school

hhg045_001_52. Caption to hhg045_001_51

hhg045_001_53. Undated (1918) monochrome photograph of pupils at Horton school

hhg045_001_54. Undated (1960) monochrome photograph of exterior of Horton school from Horton beck

hhg045_001_55. Colour photograph dated 1980 of named pupils and teachers at Horton school
hhg045_001_56. Caption to hhg045_001_55
hhg045_001_57. Undated monochrome photograph of pupils and teachers at Horton school in fancy dress
hhg045_001_58. Undated monochrome photograph of early Horton school football team

hhg045_002. Material relating to Helwith Bridge primary school and dated between 1900 and 2006
hhg045_002_01. Undated monochrome photograph of pupils and teachers at Helwith Bridge school
hhg045_002_02. Caption to hhg045_002_01
hhg045_002_03. Monochrome photograph dated 1956 of pupils and teacher at Helwith Bridge school
hhg045_002_04. Undated monochrome photograph of four children outside Helwith Bridge school
hhg045_002_05. Photocopy of a Craven herald newspaper article of 10 February 2006 regarding pupils and teacher at Helwith Bridge school in late 1930s
hhg045_003. Material relating to Selside primary school and dated between 1905 and 1952
hhg045_003_01 – hhg045_003_02. Typescript transcripts of extracts from Selside school log book
hhg045_003_03. Monochrome photograph dated 1945 of pupils and teacher outside Selside school
hhg045_003_04. Monochrome photograph dated 1904 – 1905 of pupils and teacher outside Selside school
hhg045_003_05. Monochrome photograph dated 1927 of pupils and teacher outside Selside school
hhg045_003_06. Monochrome photograph dated 1939 of pupils and teacher outside Selside school
hhg045_003_07. Monochrome photograph dated 1951 of pupils outside Selside school
hhg045_003_08. Caption and details relating to hhg045_003_04
hhg045_003_09. Monochrome photograph dated 1927 of pupils and teacher outside Selside school
hhg045_003_10. Caption to hhg045_003_09
hhg045_003_11. Monochrome photograph dated 1904 – 1905 of pupils and teacher outside Selside school
hhg045_003_12. Caption to hhg045_003_11
hhg045_003_13. Monochrome photograph dated 1939 of pupils and teacher outside Selside school
hhg045_003_14. Caption to hhg045_003_13
hhg045_003_15. Undated monochrome photograph of pupils outside Selside school
hhg045_003_16. Monochrome photograph dated 1944 of pupils inside Selside school
hhg045_003_17. Caption to hhg045_003_16
hhg045_003_18. Monochrome photograph dated 1 September 1939 of Miss Evelyn Davies who accompanied evacuee children brought to Selside school
hhg045_003_19. Caption to hhg045_003_18
hhg045_003_20. Undated monochrome photograph of pupils outside Selside school
hhg045_003_21. Caption to hhg045_003_20
hhg045_003_22. Monochrome photograph dated 15 March 1945 of pupils and teacher outside Selside school (copy of hhg045_003_01 with caption)
hhg045_003_23. Caption to hhg045_003_22 (and hhg045_003_01)
Farming and Walls

Notes on Roman, Pict and Viking farming
Notes on Domesday book
Notes on Domesday manors and the Scots
Notes on Monks and monastic farming
Further notes on monastic farming
Notes on Medieval farming
Notes on farming at Lodge Hall (Ingman Lodge)
Further notes on Lodge Hall
Notes on farming at Nether Lodge
Notes on farming at Selside
Further notes on farming at Selside and Thorns
Notes on farming at Raw (Rowe)
Notes on farming at Foredale and Helwith Bridge
Notes on farming at Blind Beck
Probate inventory of Thomas Howson of Blind Beck, January 1705
Notes on farming at Studfold
Further notes on farming at Studfold
Notes on farming at Newhouses
Notes on farming at Newlandhouse
Notes on farming at Horton village, Town Head
Further notes on farming at Horton village, Douk Ghyll
Further notes on farming at Horton village, Dubcote
Notes on farming at Fawber
Notes on farming at New Inn
Photocopy of undated monochrome photograph of farming scene and notes on Settle / Carlisle railway
Notes on farming at Beecroft Hall
Undated list of livestock prices
Notes about dry stone walls by David Gear
Comparative prices for sheep 1300 to 1980
Comparative prices for lambs 1686-1980 and for pigs 1600–1840
Prices for building and farming jobs 1454 – 1766 and comparative prices for horses 1300 – 1980
Notes on Man Moss Pasture letting
Further notes on Mean Moss
Notes on farming at Brackenbottom
Notes on farming at Cam and Camhouses
Notes on farming at Low and High Birkwith
Notes on 18th and 19th Century farming
Further notes on 18th and 19th Century farming
Further notes on 18th and 19th Century farming
Notes on cheese making
Notes on butter making
hhg046_043. Notes from a talk on drovers given by Mrs Bolton to Horton WI in 1984
hhg046_044. Further notes on drovers and an undated monochrome photograph of sheep driving
hhg046_045. Photocopy of memorial plate for Robert Germain of New Inn
hhg046_046. Photocopy of Thornton in Lonsdale and Settle sheep marks Association listing
hhg046_047. Selection of photocopies of farm auction notices all early 20th Century
hhg046_048. Photocopy of auction notice for Foredale farm dated 27 March 1908
hhg046_049. Further selection of photocopies of farm sale notices all early 20th Century
hhg046_050. Comparative cost of cows 1300 – 1980
hhg046_051. Comparative cost of wool 1760 – 1973
hhg046_052. Photocopy of auction notice for Southercales estate dated 24 September 1816
hhg046_053. Undated monochrome photograph of Jessie Staveley rowing hay with a horse sweep
hhg046_054. Monochrome photograph dated 1941 of Nelso family group
hhg046_055. Undated monochrome photograph of Mr and Mrs Walter Sutcliffe at Cragg Hill farm
hhg046_056. Undated monochrome photograph of land girls on a Fordson tractor
hhg046_057. Undated monochrome photograph of Sally Saginson and Maggie Pollard outside Rowe End farm
hhg046_058. Monochrome photograph dated c1940 of named group at a pig killing
hhg046_059. Monochrome photograph of Horton farmers outing dated 1950
hhg046_060. Monochrome photograph dated 1933 of named group hay timing at Murray Hill
hhg046_061. Undated monochrome photograph of un-named shooting group on Scales Moor
hhg046_062. Two monochrome photographs dated 1933 of Perfect family hay timing
hhg046_063. Two monochrome photographs dated c1940 of Harry Staveley hay timing at Arcow farm

hhg047 Red ring binder containing documents and photographs relating to Horton (St Oswalds) Church, non-conformist religion and the monastic legacy
hhg047_001. Title page with undated monochrome photograph of St Oswalds from the west
hhg047_002. The parish church of St Oswalds a short history
hhg047_003. List of ministers and incumbents of St Oswalds church from C1200 to 1981
hhg047_004. Photocopy of original register entry of Christenings, Marriages and Burials for parish of Horton in 1638
hhg047_005. Typescript transcript of hg047_004
hhg047_006. Description of St Oswalds church prepared for 1985 exhibition
hhg047_007. Typescript transcript of tithe Causes from the Borthwick Institute
hhg047_008. Account record of repairs to St Oswalds church dated 1881 from Borthwick Institute
hhg047_009. Undated monochrome photograph of St Oswalds church from the east
hhg047_010. Monochrome photograph of interior of St Oswalds church dated to before 1870
hhg047_011. Monochrome photograph of interior of St Oswalds church dated to after 1870
hhg047_012. Undated monochrome photograph of Norman font at St Oswalds church

hhg047_013. Undated monochrome photograph of Norman font and folding main door at St Oswalds church

hhg047_014. Undated monochrome photograph of interior of St Oswalds church

hhg047_015. Undated monochrome photograph of St Oswalds church, churchyard and old school house from the south

hhg047_016. Undated monochrome photograph of interior of folding main door at St Oswalds church

hhg047_017. Undated monochrome photograph of interior of St Oswalds church

hhg047_018. Caption for hhg047_019 giving names for those confirmed at St Oswalds church in 1943

hhg047_019. Monochrome photograph dated 1943 of confirmation class at St Oswalds church

hhg047_020. Caption for hhg047_021 giving names for those confirmed at St Oswalds church in 1942

hhg047_021. Monochrome photograph dated 1942 of confirmation class at St Oswalds church

hhg047_022. Caption for hhg047_023 giving names for those confirmed at St Oswalds church in 1942 (copy of hhg047_020)

hhg047_023. Monochrome photograph dated 1942 of confirmation class at St Oswalds church (copy of hhg047_021)

hhg047_024. Manuscript list of lay rectors of Horton from 1615 to 1872

hhg047_025. Undated monochrome photograph of Norman porch at St Oswalds

hhg047_026. Undated booklet printed by Lamberts of Settle “St Oswalds church Horton in Ribblesdale – The Church on the Pennine Way”

hhg047_027. Original copy of hhg047_026

hhg047_028. Manuscript history of Quakers at Ingman Lodge (Lodge Hal) Horton in Ribblesdale

hhg047_029. Typescript transcript of Glebe terriers for Horton in Ribblesdale from Borthwick Institute

hhg047_030. Letter dated 28 September 1989 from Michael Holden to the Head teacher Horten school enclosing notes about George Holden former master at Horton Free Grammar school in C17th

hhg047_031 Typescript notes prepared by Barbara Hutton “A rural community without Gentry”

hhg047_032. Photocopy of a letter dated 1654 signed by Ann Sympson about a bond to bring up her child

hhg047_033. Manuscript part transcript of hhg047_032

hhg047_034. Typescript note prepared by Barbara Hutton “H-i-R Fountains Abbey property”

hhg047_035. Typescript notes prepared by Barbara Hutton “Discovering Horton’s past”

hhg047_036. Typescript notes prepared by Barbara Hutton “Undated bounds of Horton from Burton’s transcription in the Bodleian Library, Oxford (MSS Top Yorks e 7-12, vol 4)

hhg047_037. Typescript notes on Lay subsidy 1297, Pol Tax Richard II year 2

hhg047_038. Typescript notes “H-i-R rental of manor of Newby 1538 – 1539 [Min Accts]

From Furness coucher book II part III p. 649
hhg047_039. Typescript transcript “Horton Deeds 1547 – 1619” YAS record series, Yorkshire

hhg047_040. Typescript notes “Deeds at YAS, Claremont, Leeds” 1587 – 1703

hhg047_041. Typescript notes made at the Bodleian Library Oxford from Dr John Burton’s six volumes of transcriptions of medieval monastic charters for Yorkshire

hhg047_042. Undated monochrome photograph of the former free grammar school in St Oswalds churchyard

hhg047_043. Assorted correspondence relating to the 1984 Horton history project

hhg047_044. Map and catalogue of St Oswalds graveyard survey – full survey at hhg018

hhg048 Folder containing working draft copies of “Horton in Ribblesdale – Story of an Upland Parish (not digitised)

hhg049 Folder containing photographs and documents relating to upper Ribblesdale quarries.

hhg049_001. Undated handwritten notebook describing work at the limestone quarries of Horton

hhg049_002. Undated colour photograph taken near South House of possible quarry site

hhg049_003. Undated colour photograph of Fell Close showing grouse butt

hhg049_004. Undated colour photograph of old quarry on Fell Close

hhg049_005. Undated colour photograph of old quarry on Fell Close

hhg049_006. Undated colour photograph of old quarry on Fell Close

hhg049_007. Undated colour photograph of old quarry on Fell Close

hhg049_008. Undated colour photograph of old quarry near Beecroft, Horton

hhg049_009. Undated colour photograph of old quarry near Beecroft, Horton

hhg049_010. Undated monochrome photograph of incline plane at Foredale quarry

hhg049_011. Undated monochrome photograph of lime kilns at Foredale quarry

hhg049_012. Undated monochrome photograph of railway loading facility at Helwith Bridge

hhg049_013. Undated monochrome photograph of locomotive used at Horton quarry between 1920s and 1960s

hhg049_014. Undated monochrome photograph of Stan Potts or Mr Monk at loading facility Helwith Bridge

hhg049_015. Monochrome photograph of newspaper picture of blasting at Beecroft quarries dated 1 January 1938

hhg049_016. Undated monochrome photograph of stone quarry at Studfold

hhg049_017. Undated monochrome photograph of Beecroft cottages, Horton quarry

hhg049_018. Undated monochrome photograph of processing plant at Horton quarry

hhg049_019. Undated monochrome photograph showing view of upper Ribblesdale taken from above Foredale quarry

hhg049_020. Undated monochrome photograph of crane at Foredale quarry?

hhg049_021. Copy of catalogue number hhg049_012

hhg049_022. Undated monochrome photograph of processing plant at Horton quarry

hhg049_023. Undated monochrome photograph of lime kilns and processing plant at Horton quarry

hhg049_024. Undated monochrome photograph of processing plant at Horton quarry

hhg049_025. Undated Monochrome photograph of Penyghe from Arcow quarry

hhg049_027. Undated photocopy of catalogue number hhg049_015

hhg049_028. Undated sketch of Horton quarry

hhg049_029. Newspaper article “Quarry men on strike” dated 28 June 1935

hhg050 Graveyard Survey working papers (not digitised) – card index and plan at hhg018

hhg051 Folder of papers relating to local Planning and Economic Development (not digitised)

hhg052 Folder of photographs and documents relating to the Settle and Carlisle Railway

hhg052_001. Undated monochrome photograph of Salt Lake railway cottages nr Ribblehead Station” Horton in Ribblesdale station – Station Master keeping the station beautiful.

hhg052_002. Two newspaper articles undated, but apparently c1950 – (a) “The Garden Station” Horton in Ribblesdale station – Station Master keeping the station beautiful.

hhg052_003. Undated monochrome photograph of Ribblehead viaduct with steam hauled train

hhg052_004. Undated (possibly c1960) monochrome photograph of Horton in Ribblesdale station taken before demolition of the north wing on the up platform

hhg053 Folder containing documents relating to Food and Warmth in the home between 1889 and 1925

hhg053_001. Display items and headlines on food, diets and a cookbook prepared for History Group exhibition in 1985

hhg054 Folder of material relating to the Duchy of Lancaster interests at Horton in Ribblesdale

hhg054_001. Transcript of document reference PRO DL5/24 page 37 Court document 5th year of James I (1608)


hhg054_004. Transcript of document reference DL5/27 Court document dated 11th year James I to 16th year James I Selside, Clapham and Austwick

hhg055 Folder containing papers relating to Environmental – Flora and Countryside Commission (not digitised)

hhg056 Folder containing reference material relating to Listed Building Legislation (not digitised)

hhg057 Monochrome Meridian Air Maps of Horton Parish and surrounding area (copyright – not on website)

hhg057_001. South House

hhg057_002. Calf House barn, Stainforth

hhg057_003. South House

hhg057_004. Stabnaber barn and White Syke barn
hhg057_005. Stanaber barn and White Syke barn
hhg057_006. Langcliffe 1968
hhg057_007. Upper settle 1968
hhg057_008. Ingfield, Sette 1968
hhg057_009. Rathmell Bottom 1968
hhg057_010. Unknown
hhg057_011. Unknown
hhg057_012. Unknown
hhg057_014. Newhouses tarn and Top farm
hhg057_015. Horton village and Brackenbottom
hhg057_016. Beecroft Hall and Horton quarry
hhg057_017. South House, Borrins and Gillgarth
hhg057_018. Studfold and Foredale
hhg057_019. Selside
hhg057_020. Dubcote, Newlands House and Studfold
hhg057_021. Sherwood House, Dry-Rigg quarry and Studfold
hhg057_022. High Birkwith and Low Birkwith
hhg057_023. The Pennine way up to Penyghent
hhg057_024. Penyghent and Dale head

hhg058 Folder containing mostly monochrome photographs of local views and landscapes in upper Ribblesdale
hhg058_001. Undated monochrome photograph of Ling Ghyll bridge on Cam beck
hhg058_002. Undated colour photograph of Thornton Force, Kingsdale
hhg058_003. Undated monochrome photograph of Long Churn cave near Selside
hhg058_004. Undated colour (faded) photograph of Penyghent in snow
hhg058_005. Undated (possibly1930) monochrome photograph of Sell Ghyll Hole (pothole)
3rd pitch showing 2 cavers, with one on rope ladder
hhg058_006. Undated monochrome photograph of Hull Pot (pothole) in flood
hhg058_007. Undated monochrome photograph of Horton parish boundary stone on Fountains Fell “Brayshaw p.231”
hhg058_008. Undated monochrome photograph copy of hhg058_007
hhg058_009. Undated monochrome photograph of “Old Smithy House” top of Fountains Fell
hhg058_010. Undated monochrome photograph copy of hhg058_009
hhg058_011. Undated monochrome photograph of old coal weigh house, looking towards Stainforth
hhg058_012. Undated monochrome photograph of old coal weigh house looking away from Stainforth
hhg058_013. Undated monochrome photograph of bell pit (coal) on Fountains Fell,
hhg058_014. Undated monochrome photograph of Thorns Ghyll bridge, Gayle beck
hhg058_015. Undated monochrome photograph of Horton side of Penyghent
hhg058_016. Undated monochrome photograph of Halton Gill side of Penyghent
hhg058_017. Undated monochrome photograph of lime kiln at unknown location
hhg058_018. Undated monochrome photograph of stepping stones at unknown location (possibly near present location of Tay Bridge, Craghill, river Ribble)

hhg059 Maps
- hhg059_001. OS map revised 1940 1" (War Office1932) Ribblesdale Sheet 25 on linen
- hhg059_002. OS map 2½" photocopy (scale unknown) centred on Horton
- hhg059_003. Plan of Mr William Foster’s estate Top 15 May 1845 with acreages. Unknown source
- hhg059_004. Plan with deed of 15 May 1848

hhg060 Borthwick Institute – information on access (not digitised)

hhg061 Folder containing two documents relating to river bridges at Horton
- hhg061_001. Plans for the realignment and rebuilding of Horton bridge on Horton beck (Douk Ghyll beck) c1970
- hhg061_002. Undated monochrome photograph of Grey Bridge, New Inn, Horton in Ribblesdale

hhg062 Folder containing reports from Yorkshire Vernacular Buildings Survey
- hhg062_002. Low Birkwith
- hhg062_003. Station Barn
- hhg062_004. Eysdey Barn
- hhg062_005. Beecroft Hall
- hhg062_006. Newland House
- hhg062_007. Keeper’s Cottage, Brackenbottom
- hhg062_008. Higher Studfold Farm
- hhg062_009. Newhouses Farm

hhg063 Folder containing 42 mostly monochrome photographs of buildings in the parish of Horton in Ribblesdale
- hhg063_001. Undated monochrome photograph of South View cottages, New Inn
- hhg063_002. Undated monochrome photograph of “Burnside” at Beckside Horton. Former home of Foster family
- hhg063_003. Undated monochrome photograph of “The Shaws” Selside
- hhg063_004. Undated monochrome photograph of house at Brackenbottom, Horton
- hhg063_005. Undated monochrome photograph of Penyghent viewed from Station road, Horton
- hhg063_006. Undated (modern) photograph of Church Cottage, Horton
- hhg063_007. Monochrome photograph of Old Ing farmhouse, Horton dated 1898
- hhg063_008. Undated monochrome photograph of High Birkwith farmhouse, Horton
- hhg063_009. Undated monochrome postcard of Bridge End, Horton
- hhg063_010. Undated monochrome postcard of Drybeck Farm, Horton
- hhg063_011. Undated colour postcard of New Inn viewed from Horton Station
- hhg063_012. Undated colour postcard of river Ribble at Horton
- hhg063_013. Undated postcard “Greetings from Horton”
- hhg063_014. Undated monochrome postcard of New Inn bridge, Horton
with grandson Jack Bentham
hhg065_005. Monochrome photograph dated 1890 of John Bentham of Douk Ghyll cottage, cobbler

hhg065_006. Undated monochrome photograph of John Thoresby, butter dealer and farmer at Town Head farm, Horton

hhg065_007. Monochrome photograph dated 1890 of shooting party at Turpen hut on Horton Moor (© Miss K M Foster)

hhg065_008. Colour photograph dated 1985 of history exhibition at Horton Church

hhg065_009. Undated monochrome postcard of Mrs Dixon and Dickie at Butts Hill Brackenbottom

hhg065_010. Colour photograph of fundraising event for Horton Church at Langcliffe Hall

hhg065_011. Photocopy of newspaper article about Mrs James Lambert at Arcow farm

hhg065_012. Note and drawing of costumes c1569 ex John Bentham

hhg065_013. Notes about: Metcalfe of Fawber farm and Sherwood House farm
Sedgwick (mean Moss)
George Perfect (keeper)
Greenbank (Brackenbottom farm)
Dennis Campbell (Studfold Farm)
David Booth
John Hodgeson
George Stavely (Foredale farm)
Nick Pearson (1929 – 1962)

hhg065_014. Obituary for Annie Sunter 2003

hhg065_015. Monochrome photograph dated 1897 of Martell’s party at Sell Ghyll. All individuals named

hhg065_016. Undated monochrome photograph of John Hammond

hhg065_017. Undated monochrome photograph of John, Dorothy, Nellie and Maggie Hammond

hhg065_018. Undated monochrome photograph of James Hammond

hhg065_019. Undated monochrome photograph of Hammond family group

hhg065_020. Undated monochrome photograph of Dorothy Hammond with horses

hhg065_023. Monochrome photograph dated 1915 taken outside Rowe End Farm of the marriage of Sarah Betham to Ernest Sarginson

hhg065_024. Caption for hhg065_023

hhg065_025. Undated monochrome photograph of two un-named women outside Rowe End Farm

hhg066 Folder containing assorted documents and photographs relating to Horton school

hhg066_001. Letters sent to Miss Sheila Haywood by Horton school children in 1994 following a talk on the origins of Horton village

hhg066_003. Scheme framed by the Board of Education under the Endowed Schools Acts 1869, 1873 and 1874 for the amendment of scheme regulating the Horton in Ribblesdale Grammar School

hhg066_004. Collection of four wills making bequests to Horton school
hhg067 Folder containing material relating to Charities and the Poor
   hhg067_001. Photocopy of Horton poor accounts 1830 – 1831
   hhg067_002. Transcription by Muriel Charley of Horton parish poor accounts 1817 – 1829
   hhg067_003. Charity Commission report of the endowed charities of the parish of Horton in Ribblesdale in the West Riding of York dated 20 August 1894
   hhg067_004. Transcripts from various sources of examples of Horton parish poor relief.

hhg068 Folder containing mostly copyright material comprising booklets about Craven and the Dales (not Digitised)
   hhg068_001. Festival programme “Heritage Year Festival in Craven” dated 1975
   hhg068_002. Souvenir programme “Elgar in Craven” dated 2 December 1978 (two copies)
   hhg068_003. Booklet “Outstanding Churches in the Yorkshire Dales” (c) Val Leigh, Val Leigh publications, Settle. Detailed description of Horton (St Oswalds) Church with several illustrations. Undated.

hhg069 Exhibitions and Music 1984 – 1989 – captions and display board material from Horton History Group exhibitions. Includes two tapes of music from WWI & WWII

hhg070 Folder containing copies of Register of Electors 1985 – 1994 (not digitised)

hhg071 Methodism and Quakers
   hhg071_001. History of Methodism and Quakers in Horton written by Dora Tattershall 2010
   hhg071_002. Notes on Quakers at Selside
   hhg071_003. List of Recusants in York Castle 1665
   hhg071_004. Notes on Methodism in Horton
   hhg071_005. Photocopy of some reminiscences by Re. G H Brown – extract from souvenir handbook of the Centenary of Settle Wesleyan Circuit 1830 – 1930
   hhg071_006. Photocopy, Foredale. Extract from Souvenir Handbook (as hhg071_005)
   hhg071_007. Undated monochrome photocopy of Horton in Ribblesdale Brotherhood
   hhg071_008. Notes by Mr Longbottom about Methodism

hhg072 Folder containing material relating to Kettlewell, Kirkby Malham, Settle, Hellifield and Gillfield (not digitised)

hhg073 Documents and Old Title Deeds for Overlands donated by Mr Nigel Thomas
   hhg073_001. Conveyance dated 28 June 1985
   hhg073_003. Death certificate dated 7 September 1970 for Mary Guy of 249 Colne Road, Earby
   hhg073_004. Conveyance dated 14 November 1967 – No 1 Overlands
   hhg073_005. Conveyance dated 14 November 1967 – No 2 Overlands
   hhg073_006. Abstract of title (John Guy) dated 1959 – 1 – 6 Overlands
   hhg073_007. Conveyance dated 3 July 1934 – two plots of land at Horton in Ribblesdale
   hhg073_008. Abstract of title ((Robert Swinbank) dated 1934 – freehold close of land at
Horton in Ribblesdale

- hhg073_009. Conveyance dated 11 September 1973 – plot of land at Bridge End cottage
- hhg073_011. Conveyance dated 9 January 1974 – Nos 4, 5, 6 Overlands

hhg074 History of the History Group (not digitised)

hhg075 Box containing 35mm photographic negatives – scanned and positive images held on hard drive – Box 1

hhg076 Box containing 35mm photographic negatives – scanned and positive images held on hard drive - Box 2

hhg077 Wills Listings – working papers (not digitised)

hhg078 Folder of Foster Estate Records
- hhg078-001 Foster estate book detailing valuations at 1863 and 1873 of lands held at Horton in Ribblesdale, Low Bentham, Selside and Dent
- hhg078-002 Sale of Foster estate at Horton in Ribblesdale on 26 June 1925
- hhg078-003 Transcript of Foster field book for estates in the lower division at Horton in Ribblesdale

hhg079 Folder containing copies of farmstead surveys conducted by Society for the Preservation of Ancient Buildings in 1979
- hhg079_001. Survey conducted by SPAB of Newhouses Farm building and barns dated 1995
- hhg079_002. Survey conducted by SPAB of Higher Studfold Farm building and barns dated 1995

hhg080. Horton Quarry wages book No. 15 – 25 June 1919 to 24 November 1920 (example pages scanned and uploaded)

hhg081. ?


hhg083. Craven livestock and farming survey 1974

hhg084. Correspondence relating to James Sedgwick, C18th schoolmaster at Horton grammar school

hhg085. Farm sale posters

Key:
- Digitised and on website
- Digitised but not on website
- Not digitised